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    PerfectBalance by Durham Furniture has been designed to fit perfectly in any home today.
PerfectBalance by Durham Furniture has been designed to fit perfectly in any home today.  Inspired by some of the most recognized destinations around the world our collections allow you to express yourself with a variety of customization options.  Soft close drawers, multiple finishes, diversity of hardware, styles covering all categories and dimensions provide the flexibility you need in rooms large and small.  Manufactured from maple that is sustainably harvested from North American forests PerfectBalance will appeal to all who are ready to invest in beautifully designed solid wood furniture.
Explore All Items 
PB Tear Sheet

  

  
  
    




  
    	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      


    
      
      
        
      

      
      
        
      

      
      
        
      

      
      
        
      

      
      
        
      

      
      
        
      

      
      
        
      

      
    

  




  

  
  
    
  

  
  
    


PerfectBalance Collections
Inspired by some of the most recognized destinations around the world and designed to fit your home seamlessly. Express yourself with a variety of customization options in every piece.

  

  








  
    
      
      
        
        3201 Westend

        
With soft lines the Westend Collection represents an upscale urban contemporary look that can be transformed with your personal choice of finish and hardware.

        Explore

      

      
      
        
        3202 Millcroft

        
Made from solid Maple and featuring light antique distressing, Millcroft has a comfortable, relaxed feel. Like all PerfectBalance Collections it can be accessorized with finish and hardware options to be more traditional or to give you that ultra-relaxed country home look.
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        3203 Southbrook

        
The Southbrook collection embodies the timeless characteristics of traditional design. Updated elegance in beautiful finishes with subtle curves, luxurious accents with refined details make this collection unique. If your style preference and home has that elegant traditional feeling, then Southbrook fits right in with the finish and hardware options for you to personalize it.
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        3204 Montelena

        
The Montelena collection is classic in style and functionality with a flowing touch that can be modified with finish and hardware options making it a perfect fit for any room design.
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        3205 Urbane

        
The Urbane Collection is fresh and contemporary with sleek lines that contrast the horizontal openings. A bold but unassuming look punctuate the design and functionality making Urbane a popular collection.
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        3207 Montgomery

        
The Montgomery Collection is clean in look and contains classic design elements making it a transitional style. The appearance is both balanced and understated to make it both luxurious and livable.
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        3208 Symmetry

        
With the Symmetry Collection, contemporary design elements combine to create a look that is balanced and inspired. While it is contemporary in look, this collection can easily become a transitional group based upon your selection of hardware and finish.
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        3215 Highbury

        
Crafted from Solid Maple, Highbury sports clean rounded lines with a blending of rich wood and trim. The overall look is leaner and more sculptured with subtle details.

        Explore

      

      
    

  













  

  



  
    
      
        
          
        
      

      
        Headquarters

        
          450 Lambton Street West

          Durham, Ontario N0G 1R0
        
      

      
        Showroom

        
          220 South Elm Street, Showroom 204

          High Point, NC 27260
        
      

      
        Contact

        
          1-519-369-2345
        
        
          [email protected]
        
      

      
        
        
          
          
            
          
          
          
            
          
          
          
            
          
          
          
            
          
          
          
            
          
          
        

        
        
          
          a Sustainable Furnishings Council member
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